Hair growth and restoration by transcriptional control of tissue regeneration in cancer recovery process by Huaier.
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Abstract

In the process of cancer recovery, Huaier simultaneously promotes significant hair growth and restoration as a typical evidence of its efficacy on induced tissue regeneration and repair function. Hair growth after conventional chemotherapy was a first and significant observation, and that in dose-dependent manner. The molecular basis of hair growth was identified as the activation of Hedgehog signaling pathway and among various perturbed signal transfer network, which initiates systematic tissue repair not only in pathogenic lesions but also to skin problems and inter/intra neural signal transfer. The activation followed by the inhibition at 3-6 months interval resulted in the prevention of subsequent complications, such as recurrence and metastasis by transcriptional control in cancer stem cell production. This regulation was demonstrated to occur irrespectively to SMO (smoothhead) function. The present study thus provides a simple and clear proof of Huaier effects on tissue regeneration, additional to the reported cancer specific-cell death.

Introduction

In the long process of cancer recovery, it is as much important to recognize the improvement by each individual patient day by day, together with the results obtained by clinical examinations at the hospitals and clinics. Each time of looking into the mirror to examine physical appearance, checking body weight by scale, shampooing the hair at bath or by hair dressers, the self-confirmation of recovery none the less provides positive supportive effects mentally and physically. Conventional chemotherapy usually causes hard side effects such as nausea, vomiting, insomnia, and also easily leads to depression by the perturbed intra/inter neural signal transfer.

Administration of kinase regulator Huaier (Trametes robindiophila murr) has been reported significantly effective on the broad range of cancers\textsuperscript{1-12} (Chinese administration license No. Z-20000109). However, the recovery process requires years of time to confirm the consequence without recurrence and/or metastasis.

The advantage of Huaier therapy is that: 1) no side effects or toxicity, and 2) each patient can confirm the recovery day by day as written above. These signs are also easily recognized by family, friends, and colleagues, which mentally encourages patients toward the complete remission, so to be the real cure from the disease.

Although medical doctors usually pursuit and monitor the results of clinical blood tests and CT or MRI image analysis, but the individual recognition of recovery process in daily life has as much impact. Huaier effects on tissue regeneration and repair has been emphasized in the previous reports through a series of our clinical research\textsuperscript{1-12}, which seemed to contribute more than the effects on cancer cell-specific cell death. The inhibition of cancer progression observed in Huaier therapy depends on the transcriptional regulation of pluripotency of stem cell\textsuperscript{1,4-11}.
Through our clinical research from 2018, we have reported sequentially about the molecular basis of anti-cancer effects of Huaier, and that the results on the minimum essential rescue of disruption and dysfunctions in the integrated signaling pathway networks by miRNA-mediated transcriptional control\(^1\)-\(^12\). Hair growth and restoration is a typical proof of tissue regeneration. We have had enough molecular information by total RNA sequencing and subsequent thorough analysis of translation and transcription processes to identify the molecular basis on hair growth\(^13\)-\(^17\). With the results from the previous publications\(^18\)-\(^21\), we investigated KEGG characterization analysis on Hedgehog signaling pathway\(^17\).

Together with steady process of cancer recovery, the significant up-regulation of responsible elements in Hedgehog signaling pathway were observed among the cancer patients who had massive hair growth, and more importantly, followed by the down-regulation after 3-6 month interval to reach to the normal level. The activation in Hedgehog signaling pathway was only one part of drastic and extensive up-regulations identified in transcriptomes (DEGs; differentially expressed genes), resulted from the drastic genomic flexibility and plasticity of each patient induced by Huaier administration\(^1,11\). Thus, Huaier functioned as a regulator, not an activator or inhibitor.

The present study successfully identified the Huaier effects on regulating Hedgehog signaling pathway functions\(^22,23\) within 1-3 months after administration, and that in a dose dependent manner. Huaier administration initiated massive hair growth with an increase of body weights t over 5 Kg /month, with healthy appetite, and totally cure of skin lesions as shown in the previous report\(^12\). Although Huaier has an effect to rewind the life time (anti-ageing)\(^1\)-\(^12\), as an effect as (tyrosine) kinase regulator\(^2,8\), it is noteworthy to observe the hair restoration with black hair (typical for Japanese population) even over the age of 70's.

We have demonstrated the relationship of hair growth and restoration and Hedgehog signaling pathway cascade in prostate cancer\(^1,10\), basal cell carcinoma\(^1,11\), lung cancer\(^1,2\), lung metastasis\(^1,7,9\), and meningioma\(^1,8,11\). There has been a long history to investigate Hedgehog signaling pathway\(^18-33\), especially aimed for development of its controlling agents\(^25-33\). Recently it has been reported that inhibition of Hedgehog signaling pathway function was the cause hair loss\(^21\), and the present study provided a solution and rescue to this problem in cancer patients.

However, normal healthy individual did not have any significant alterations or up/down-regulation in any responsible elements in Hedgehog signaling pathway, which seems that Huaier did not affect to normal healthy conditions, with no requirement for functional alterations. Up-regulation of SMO was simultaneously observed in many patients with massive hair growth.

Presumably Huaier compensation to Hedgehog signaling pathway and resulted hair growth will be most beneficial to the pre-cancer stage patients, such as prostate cancer in situ, or the patients with unexpected multiple cysts production in liver and/or pancreas by CT or MRI image analysis.

**Results**
Patient characterization

The medical characteristics of total 15 volunteers with massive hair growth, out of over 50 patients examined in our clinical research, including 5 healthy controls were summarized in Table 1. All these patients have been introduced in the previous reports\textsuperscript{1-12} with their thorough molecular information based on MEGA-data analysis from total RNA sequencing\textsuperscript{13-16}. The present study picked up 15 patients by identification of significant hair growth and restoration, first recognized by the patient themselves, together with the improvement of skin lesion, and gain of body weights. The hair growth and restoration were also recognized by their family members, colleagues, and by hair dressers. The improvement of skin lesion and skin conditions was continuously monitored by walk-in clinic (dermatologists’). The most significant hair growth was observed among the patient Nos. 7-9, with or after conventional chemotherapy with platinum (II) complex such as FOLFOX or FOLFIRINOX\textsuperscript{1,2,9}, who were completely hair loss before Huaier administration. Interestingly, the results demonstrated not only regeneration of hair, but also hair with a color of brownish to back hair (typical to Japanese population).

Pathogenic skin lesion seemed to be observed among highly stressed persons, in various part of the body\textsuperscript{1,9-12}. The loss of hair was accompanied in the Patient No. 13\textsuperscript{11}, together with multiple cysts production in the liver detected by CT image analysis.

The cancer origin of the patients was meningioma\textsuperscript{1,7,8,11}, prostate\textsuperscript{1,7,10,11}, lung\textsuperscript{1,2}, pancreas\textsuperscript{1,2,7,9,11}, breast\textsuperscript{1,11}, or basal cell carcinoma\textsuperscript{1,11} in face. Huaier treatment on lung metastasis\textsuperscript{1,2,5-7,11} resulted in the similar increase of hair growth and restoration, too (patient Nos. 8 and 9). The quantity of Huaier administration was basically 20g per day for 3 months, but for the most severely advanced-stage cancer patients (patient Nos. 8 and 9), we chose 60g Huaier per day were applied as generally used in Chinese hospitals, based on a dose-dependent efficacy of Huaier.

The characteristics in activation of intra/inter neural signal transfer\textsuperscript{5}, tissue regeneration\textsuperscript{6}, transcriptional regulations of pluripotency of stem cells\textsuperscript{7} were described previously with further information of qualitative and quantitative alterations of responsible molecules, such as KIT, Myc, OCT 3/4, SOX2, LIN28A, and NANOG, according to the time course of Huaier treatment\textsuperscript{1-5,7-11}. Consequently, there found variety of combination of up/down regulation in these molecules, which demonstrated no specific alterations in any factor in any of the cancer patients\textsuperscript{1,7,8,11}.

KEGG pathway classification on the hedgehog signaling pathway and related molecules

We have already reported basic molecular characterization of the patients appeared in the present study, such as summary of sequence events, RNA Editing events, comparison of differentially expressed genes (up-regulated as well as down-regulated ones) before and after Huaier administration, including analysis of differentially expressed small RNAs (DSGs) with abundant identification of novel siRNA, piRNA, and miRNA\textsuperscript{1-11}. 
In those reports, we paid special attention to DEG- TF (transcription factor) network analysis, which remarkably indicates the genomic potential of each patients\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^{11}\). The patients in the present study showed the largest quantitative potential in genetic and genomic flexibility and capability after Huaier administration, from 25% (patient No. 5) up to 85% alterations in gene expression level (patient No.6)\(^1\),\(^\text{11}\).

We focused so intensively on the recovery process of those cancer patients, but did not pay enough attention to the face, skin, and the external appearance. The personal declaration on skin color (bright), gain of body weights (3-5 Kg/month), and especially, gross increase and restoration of hair, which significantly improved mental and psychological situation in daily Quality of Life (QoL). Of course, the patient lost body weights by 10 Kg or more before clinical treatment of the original disease, the total sum of body weights was ca. 5 Kg increase after 3 months of Huaier administration.

With quantitative analysis of DEGs, we performed KEGG pathway classification (https://www.genome.jp/kegg/) to define the detailed molecular mechanism of Huaier effects on hair growth and improvement of skin problems\(^1\)\(^{17}\). The cancer origins shown in the present study have been reported to have a close relationship to the functional disruption in hedgehog signaling pathway\(^2\)\(^2\),\(^\text{23}\).

**Fig. 1** demonstrated the significant increase of responsible elements in Hedgehog signaling pathway by the time course of Huaier administration. The comparison of the up/down regulation of SMO (smoothhead) were also indicated by red arrow in the panels\(^2\)\(^9\),\(^\text{30}\). Huaier effects on the other patients were shown in **Supplementary extended Fig. 1** to show all the patients’ data appeared in **Table 1**.

It was a simple and clear proof to show that Huaier promotes hair growth and restoration by activation of Hedgehog signaling pathway, followed by inhibition to be normal level after 3-6 months’ interval. The effect seemed to be as a result of promoting tissue regeneration by using iPS/ES production and normal specifications\(^1\),\(^\text{5-7}\), which might have a close relationship to the recovery of signal transfer inter/intra neurons in central and peripheral nervous systems\(^5\). In addition, Huaier functioned both as activator and as inhibitor in the recovery process, as shown in the kinase function rescue\(^2\). Hedgehog signaling pathway were finally settled in stable normal condition over 1 year of Huaier treatment unless the patients had another problems such as opportunistic infections\(^1\),\(^\text{11}\).

As shown in **Fig. 1** Panel b, In the patient No.5, strong steroid therapy on idiopathic dysacusis resulted in complete inhibition and down-regulated responsible molecules in Hedgehog signaling pathway\(^1\),\(^\text{11}\). Basal cell carcinoma progression seemed to be caused as a result of the massive and strong down-regulation of almost all the elements involved in Hedgehog signaling pathway by steroid therapy, but following Huaier treatment by 20g per day after surgical dissection of pathogenic lesion brought successful recovery by reverse massive activation.

The down-regulation of SMO recovered to normal levels after 6 months of Huaier treatment. The patients then defined as the complete remission, and medical examinations did not demonstrate any signs of recurrence or metastasis over 3 years.
In contrast, patient No. 6 (meningioma) took 9 months to activate Hedgehog signaling pathway, even without any additional treatment to Huaier after the surgical dissection, and required another 9 months to be back to normal condition (Fig. 1 Panel b). Compared with the results in the Patient No. 5, SMO exhibits repeated down-regulation followed by up-regulation until the retrieval of healthy condition, which took 1.5 years.

Red arrow in Panels indicates up-regulation of SMO, blue arrow; down-regulation, and black arrow; no change in expression level. It is surprising that there were no genetic alterations (written in red letters) in any of responsible elements in any Panels. Conventional chemotherapy using with platinum (II) complex (FOLFOX or FOLFIRINOX) surpassed DEG alterations nor expression level of SMO. The difference between patients No. 8 and 9 were the time of Huaier administration, the Patient No.8 took FOLFIRINOX at the same time of Huaier administration, and No.9 had 6 months after FOLFOX treatment.

Massive up-regulation of SMO was detected only in the cases of prostate cancer (Fig. 1 Panel a) and at the time of cure of skin lesions and hair loss in the normal control (Patient No. 13, Fig. 1 Panel d). But prostate cancer patients did not show the identical up-down-regulation in SMO.

Normal healthy controls did not demonstrate the significant alterations in Hedgehog signaling pathway, nor in any pathways without any disruption or dysfunction\(^1,11\). Interestingly, hypertension in the Patient No.15 became within normal range by 20g Huaier administration per day for 3 months.

Transcriptional control of tissue regeneration in those patients by production of iPS/ES cells has been already reported with the comparison of alterations in related genes, such as kit, Myc, OCT 3/4, SOX2, LIN28A, and NANOG, according to the time course of Huaier treatment\(^1-5,7-11\). Consequently, no specific alterations were demonstrated in any factors as reported in any of the cancer patients\(^1,7,8,11\).

**Quantitative and Qualitative alterations in miRNAs**

Tissue regeneration promoted by Huaier administration was initiated by miRNA-mediated transcriptional control\(^1,5-11\). There have been reported the regulation by specific miRNAs for controlling Hedgehog signaling pathway\(^24,25\). We have accomplished the complete analysis of any up/down regulation of miRNAs throughout the observation period in each patient. However, over 1,500 numbers of any miRNA with up/down-regulation of miRNA had no match to those miRNAs previously reported\(^24,25\). The representative top 10 alterations in miRNAs were summarized in Fig. 2. There were some miRNAs repeatedly appeared in different cancer origin (indicated by * in the Figure), however, all of these were novel sequences. Specific or general characterization of those novel molecules remained unknown.

Massive up-regulation followed by down-regulation miRNA DSGs were observed both in the cancer patients as well as normal healthy control with Huaier administration\(^1,5-11\). It was unlikely that miRNA alterations were not dose-dependent, more relationship to the severity and required transcriptional factor alterations\(^1-11\). In normal control No.11, highest numbers of down-regulation of DSGs were observed, whereas highest numbers of up-regulated DEGs contributed to accelerate cancer recovery in the patient
The similar analysis in the Patient No. 6 have been reported before\textsuperscript{1,8}, to focus on Huaier effects on mutated EGFR and other receptor tyrosine kinase case\textsuperscript{2,8}.

The novel miRNA information has been together deposited to the NCBI GEO (GSE157086).

**Discussion**

The present study provides typical and additional effects of Huaier, easy to be recognized, on tissue repair and regeneration system in the process of cancer recovery. This tissue repair system was essential for cancer recovery, after cancer-specific cell death by Huaier, and derived with a support of transcriptional regulations of pluripotency of stem cells as previously reported\textsuperscript{1-11}. Hair growth and restoration were often observed with the cure of skin lesions (idiopathic, atopic, and/or drug-induced)\textsuperscript{1,12}, with the improvement of hypertension (over 20g Huaier per day). Essential hypertension is common to Japanese population to take a life-long medication. Huaier administration over 20g per day contributed to do without excessive medication related to this disorder (normal control No.15).

Interestingly, the severely damaged pneumonia with massive fibrosis in both lungs caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection has been also successfully recovered by judging from the CT image analysis with 3 months of 30g Huaier administration per day. In these patients, Huaier efficacy on tissue regeneration seemed to influence at most. The detailed molecular mechanism of this recovery and repair system is now being under investigation.

As noted before\textsuperscript{1-12}, Huaier effects appear only on the disrupted functions, and never demonstrate unnecessary alterations to normal healthy control (Fig. 1 Panel d). In contrast, we should be cautious to possibility of pathogenic lesions even in individuals without any symptoms or disorders, when we identify significant genetic alterations in our clinical research.

It is well investigated about the functions of, and targeting strategy against Hedgehog signaling pathway\textsuperscript{24-33}. Hedgehog signaling pathway functions in the process of cell proliferation, apoptosis, angiogenesis, epithelial-mesenchymal transition and self-renewal and repair system by utilizing stem cells\textsuperscript{22,23}. Dysregulation of those processes has been linked to carcinogenesis, in the development of cancers in various organs, including brain, lung, mammary gland, prostate and skin. Basal cell carcinoma, the most common form of cancerous malignancy, has the closest association with hedgehog signaling\textsuperscript{29}. On the contrary to the previous reports, there were no loss-of-function mutations either activating mutations in SMO (smoothened) have been identified in the present study. SMO did not show any alterations on the process of either carcinogenesis or recovery \textit{in vivo}. More importantly, the regulation of up- and down-regulation of SMO expression level, and that repeatedly, was observed in the present study, which would suggest that simple inhibition nor activation did not contribute practically in a long course of cancer recovery.
Aberrant hedgehog signaling has also been implicated in the maintenance of cancer stem cells. In breast cancer, inhibition of hedgehog signaling has been designated to reduce stem cell propagation and renewal. Shh (sonic hedgehog) signaling in cancer stem cells drives epithelial-mesenchymal transition and, ultimately, cancer metastasis\(^3\). The patient No. 8 and 9 provided valuable information on theses points.

Patient No. 8 had conventional chemotherapy with FOLFIRINOX at the same time of 60g Huaier per day. On the other hand, in the Patient No. 9, administration of Huaier started from 6months after chemotherapy with FOLFOX\(^2\). The difference resulted in the drastic changes in clinical features in lung metastasis between those patients. In the Patient No.9, effective function of activated Hedgehog signal pathway continued and no more metastasis, nor recurrence were observed even after 2 years’ of treatment\(^1,5-9\). Currently this patient only has Huaier, and no chemotherapy was necessary.

In contrast, Patient No. 9, after 1.5 years of Huaier treatment, was detected gradually increased CEA titers and size of lung coin lesions (no more new lesions, though). This patient has been detected to have mutations in those transcriptomes as written below;

Oncogenes; β-catenin, K-Ras (p21\(^{ras}\)), c-myc, TERT, receptor tyrosine kinase c-MET, PIK3CA

Tumor suppressor genes; APC, DCC. TGFβ, Smad2. Mad4, Bax, p53, RB, PTEN

DNA mismatch repair genes hMLH1, hMSH2, hMSH3, hMSH6

With those mutations, FOLFOX treatment for 6 months seemed to initiate the production and maintenance of cancer stem cells (CSC)\(^25,33\). After 1.5 years, CSC exhibits increased potential for self-renewal, differentiation, and for starting secondary tumors in metastatic lesions. CSC also exhibited drug resistance to chemotherapies within 6 months’ of treatment period. As a result, while FOLFOX was successful in eliminating the bulk of the tumor at first (which consists of non-CSC), CSC left behind can lead to tumor recurrence now\(^33\). Thus, via its role in CSC maintenance, hedgehog signaling contributes towards the failure of anti-cancer therapies.

Targeting and inhibition strategy of SMO intended to prevent the induction of glioma-associated transcriptional activity upon exposure of cancer cells to Shh ligands. Therefore, SMO has been reported to become a primary target in the development of Hedgehog pathway inhibitors\(^26-33\). Not only SMO, but the other ligands have been targeted for efficient development of targeting-agents against hedgehog signaling pathway\(^26-33\).

However, as shown in the present study, SMO was not specifically associated with the disruption or dysfunction of hedgehog signaling pathway in the process of cancer recovery with Huaier treatment. Periodical regulation in both ways to activate and inhibit the Hedgehog signaling pathway function is required. Effective regulator, with no toxicity or side effects like Huaier, seemed to be the ideal for the cancer strategy. We can search for the natural herb therapy to identify similar, would be more effective
than simple inhibitor or activator. The advantage of Huaier exists in the function as (tyrosine)kinase regulator as reported before\(^2\), by typical regulation in PI3K/AKT signaling pathway, which appears in CSC theory, too.\(^{34,35}\).

The CSC theory written above was proved in the process of carcinogenesis, but not necessarily reproduced or demonstrated on the way of recovery process in cancer patients. Our clinical research provided many aspects to skip the process or key points found in carcinogenesis were lost on the way back to recovery toward normal healthy conditions.

Thus, the present study provides simple evidence by demonstrating Huaier effects on hedgehog signaling pathway, as one example of tissue repair and regeneration system essential to cancer recovery.

**Methods**

**Sample collection and medical ethics policy**

Blood samples were taken from 8 patients, two of them were healthy volunteers as controls. The clinical characteristics of patients like sex/age/cancer origin, complications, and additional therapy to Huaier administration, are summarized in table 1. The present study was strictly conducted according to the guidelines of the *Declaration of Helsinki* and the principles of good clinical practice. Written informed consent was obtained from the patients. This clinical research was applied according to the *Consolidated Standards of Clinical Research Trials* guidelines and was registered on the Japanese Medical Association (ID: JMA-IIA00335, 1\(^{st}\) February 2018). The project has been strictly conducted with a review by the ethics committee consisted by the experts on Medicine, Nursing, Laws, Pharmaceutics and Business Community (first committee held on 9\(^{th}\) February, 2018)\(^{1-12}\).

**Total RNA sample QC**

The Agilent 2100 Bio analyzer (Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Kit) were used to do the total RNA sample QC. The QC Item contains the RNA concentration, RIN value, 28S/18S and the fragment length distribution\(^{13}\).

**Library and sequencing**

The obtained peripheral blood samples (28 samples from 8 cancer patients) were designated to be further sequencing. First purifying the poly-A containing mRNA molecules using poly-T oligo-attached magnetic beads. Following purification, the mRNA is fragmented into small pieces using divalent cations under elevated temperature. After removal of rRNA, the RNA was converted into cDNA using reverse transcriptase and random primers. This is followed by second strand cDNA synthesis using DNA Polymerase I and RNase H. These cDNA fragments then have the addition process by A-tailing and the cDNA was amplified. To generate libraries, the amplified products were separated into single strand DNA and cyclized. The RNA-seq libraries were subjected and sequenced with the pair-end option using BGISEQ-500 system at Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI), China\(^{1-13}\).
We have also performed total non-coding small RNA sequencing on the same platform. First, separate 18-30nt RNA segment by PAGE gel. And add ligation of corresponding adaptors to the RNA 5' and 3' ends, the adapter-ligated small RNAs were subsequently transcribed into cDNA, and amplified the product by several cycles. Then reverse extend the RT primer in next step to synthetize strand cDNA and use high-ping polymerase to amplify cDNA, enrich cDNA with both 3' and 5' adaptor. Purified DNA was used for cluster generation and sequencing analysis using the BGISEQ-500 platform.

Total RNA was isolated from the serum samples and was pooled together to construct cDNA Libraries. These libraries were subsequently sequenced throw Illumina HiSeq sequencing with pair-end reads of length 2*100bp according to manufacturer’s instructions as previously described1-13.

**Data process and expression analysis of RNAseq**

The sequencing data were analyzed and filtered using software soapnuke36. Clean reads were mapped to the human reference genome GRCh38 with software bowtie2. Then, the gene expression level of each sample was calculated using RSEM37. The expressed genes were further analyzed between the groups were detected by software DESeq238, the significant differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were defined with fold-change lager than 2 and p-value smaller than 0.05.

**Data process and expression analysis of miRNA**

Low quality sequencing data were removed at first, and align the reads to miRbase database with bowtie239 and calculated the expression level of miRNAs which standardized by TPM. Differentially expressed miRNAs between two samples were screened out strictly based on Poisson Distribution. Then, we make multiple hypothesis test correction for the p value of difference test, and to judge the significance of gene expression difference, FDR≤ 0.001 and the absolute value of Log2Ratio≥1 are set as the default threshold. Software miRanda40 and TargetScan41 were used to get the target gene of differential expressed miRNA and extract intersection or union of target gene as final prediction result.

**Functional analysis of target genes and DEGs**

And to determine the metabolic and signal transduction pathways and their biological functions. Pathway enrichment and GO significance enrichment analysis was performed on the target genes of differentially expressed miRNAs or DEGs by using R package ‘phyper’. For each P-value, we correct for multiple comparisons by controlling the False Discovery Ratio. And the terms for which the FDR was not greater than 0.01 were defined as statistically significantly enriched.
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Table 1 is available in the Supplementary Files section

Figures
Figure 1

KEGG pathway analysis on hedgehog signaling pathway of the cancer patient according to Huaier administration. Panel a: Prostate cancer \textit{in situ} and Lung cancer (adenocarcinoma); b: Basal cell carcinoma and Meningioma long treated by 20g Huaier per day; c: Lung metastasis from pancreatic cancer and from colorectal cancer treated by 60g Huaier per day; d: Normal healthy controls without Huaier administration, with 3-5g Huaier administration per day, and with skin lesions with 20g Huaier
treatment per day. Red box indicates significant up-regulation of the transcriptomes, and blue box indicates significant decrease of the transcriptomes. Red arrow in Panels indicates up-regulation of SMO, blue arrow; down-regulation, and black arrow; no change in expression level. Black letters in the box indicate no genetic alterations.

Figure 2

The up/down regulation of quantitatively regulated miRNAs. The quantitative changes of miRNAs were indicated by log2 transformed fold change calculation by the red bars (up-regulated molecules) and blue bars (down-regulated ones). Asterisk * indicates the repeated appearance of up-regulated miRNA, only one in down-regulation, in different cancer origin.
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